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Sprinkling of spice at Watford by Barnes 
Watford ........ 2 Liverpool ...... 0  
There is a special kind of romance in watching Watford when they are playing 
well. For all the improvements in the quality of the football and facilities at 
Vicarge Road, they still have the aura of a fourth division club somehow 
miraculously marooned in the first division.  
To have outplayed Liverpool in so many areas indicates, however, that Graham 
Taylor's team, having consolidated their status over the last four years, are on the 
verge of further advance. Watford's best crowd of the season (which generated 
record receipts) saw a match which was thrilling not just because a small town 
club humbled the League champions but because, for a long time, it was so finely 
balanced at Liverpool probed constantly for a way to turn the home side's 
insistent pressure to their own advantage. They never found it.  
Taylor's assessment of Watford was that they gave 'a disciplined team 
performance with lots of skill and a lot of movement off the ball. ' He might have 
added that his players were far more determined to win the ball than their 
opponents. Richardson and Jackett, for example, seemed to win more tackles 
than the whole Liverpool team.  
The League champions' other obvious failing, apart from a rather anonymous mid-
field which never adequately countered the creativity of Callaghan, was the 
organization of their defence. No doubt the Kenny Dalglish, the Liverpool 
manager, has sound reasons for continuing to play Lawrenson at full back, 
possibly for the greater contribution to midfield which the Republic of Ireland 
international can make when he moves forward from that position. But 
Lawrenson is not comfortable when deending as a full back. All round he is 
probably the best central defender in the League and Gillespie, his replacement, 
as partner of Hansen, is not convincing.  
Yet it would be harsh to say that the goals Liverpool conceded were the result of 
poor defending. The first, after 24 minutes, came fom the standard near-post 
corner routine. Callaghan put the ball over, Barnes flicked it on and McClelland 
headed it in.  
The second, after 62 minutes, was altogether of a different order. Barnes, who 
was a delight, danced past Gillespie and sprinted from the half-way line to the 
edge of the Liverpool penalty area where, alone with his thoughts, he hesitated as 
three defenders converged on him. The solution to his problem was a wicked low 
drive into the bottom right hand corner of the net, so precise it might have been 
directed by a computer.  
Liverpool ended up looking like a poor man's Watford, whacking long balls to 
Gillespie who had moved upfield to play as an improvised centre forward. The 
new Watford, on the other hand, looked polished and supremely confident of 
their ability: A little like the old Liverpool in fact.  
WATFORD: A Cotton, D Bardsley, W Rostron, K Richardson, S Terry, J McClelland, 
N Callaghan, J Barnes, M Falco, K Jackett, G Porter.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar, G Gillespie, J Beglin, M Lawrenson, R Whelan, A 
Hansen, P Walsh, S Nichol, I Rush, J Wark, S McMahon (sub: B Venison).  
Referee: B Hill.  

 

 
Sweet noises out of tune 
Watford .......... 2 Liverpool ........ 0  
LAST Monday night Watford went to March in Suffolk and beat the town's 
football team 9-0. This would hardly be worth mentioning except that after 
yesterday's match their manager Graham Taylor thought the ideas they had 
worked out against that Suffolk side had helped them beat Liverpool.  
Now this is just the sort of thing that managers are apt to say in moments of great 
victory, but the wonder of this quite wonderful match was indeed the way 
Watford played. They not only beat Liverpool for speed but also for skill, and that 
doesn't happen very often. Liverpool normally hassle opponents into mistakes 
and the prettier they are the more ineffectual they are made to look. Yesterday, 
for a change, Liverpool looked pretty - pretty irrelevant.  
The key to this was Callaghan's renaissance. He has regained the mental desire to 
play wholeheartedly. He was the heart of almost every Watford attack and could 
have scored twice before making the first gial in the 24th minute.  
A classic Watford goal it was, too. Callaghan took the corner, Barnes at the Near 
post flicked it on and McClelland flicked it over Grobbelaar. Two successive free 
headers in the Liverpool box? In fact before and after the goal Callaghan and 
Barnes had so much room that they must have felt they were playing March 
Town. And Liverpool's defence was as such sixes and sevens that soon after the 
goal a muddle led to a blazing row between Gillespie and Grabbelaar.  
Liverpool did make sweet attakcing noises of their own. But that is what they 
were - noises. McMahon forced Coton to a good early save, Rush failed to beat 
Coton, but that apart the midfield lacked the authority that Molby provides. And 
there was a very un-Liverpool underdog air about their play.  
This was painfully underlined in the second half. Liverpool began with a welcome 
sense of energy and forced a number of corners. Then Watford came away and 
that was that. In the 62nd minute Barnes, seizing a lucky rebound - and luck had 
gone with Watford - sent a mighty cross to the far post at Falco, whose header 
was miraculously saved by Grobbelaar.  
The next minute Barnes on the Watford left and near the touch line received the 
ball again. He beat Gillespie and ran at the Liverpool defence. As he entered the 
box there were three defenders alongside him and Grobbelaar in front. Itmade no 
difference as he cooly placed his shot in the far corner. After that, McMahon was 
replaced by Venison and, in the last ten minutes we had Gillespie playing at 
centre forward. A future replacement for Rush, perhaps? Not quite; Only on 
indication of Liverpool's desperation.  
Weather: sunny. Ground: heavy.  
Goals: McClennand (24min) 1-0, Barnes (63min) 2-0.  
Watford (4-4-0): Coton; Rostron, McClelland, Terry, Bardsley; Porter, Jacket, 
Richardson, Callaghan; Barnes, Falco.  
Liverpool (4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Lawrenson, Gillespie, Hanson, Beglin; Nicholls, 
McMahon (sub: Venison 69min), Wark, Wheelan; Rush, Walsh.  
Referee: B Hill (Kettering). 

 


